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Additional case study 
 
 
Managing the trade marketing relationships of ‘Texfin’  
 
The importance of B2B marketing by manufacturers to channel intermediaries is often discussed in 
relation to the FMCG arena where powerful supplier brands abound. This case looks at a rather 
different situation: that of decorating supplies, where the influence of product branding on channel 
relations may not be so great. The case illustrates some of the choices facing suppliers trying to 
facilitate closer relationships with downstream organizations in the marketing channel. 
(Remember: the meaning of ‘trade marketing’ here is that carried out by manufacturers to channel 
intermediaries, or ‘the trade’.) 
 
The focal firm of this study, hereafter known as ‘Texfin’, sells a range of gypsum-based products 
including textured finishes for walls and ceilings. The firm distributes its goods across the UK to 
over 3,500 customers within ‘the trade’. Texfin had a projected turnover of £30 million (i.e. in 2000, 
when this study was carried out) and over 200 employees.  
 
The firm’s customer base comprises three sectors: retailers, builders’ merchants and decorators’ 
merchants. While the largest number of customers is to be found in the builders’ merchant 
segment, the increasing size and buying power of the retail multiples has resulted in a ‘Pareto’ 
situation with 80% of Texfin’s turnover generated by approximately 20% of their customer base. 
One particular retailer, known as ‘Alphastore’, now accounts for 36% of annual turnover. Although 
brand awareness amongst end user consumers for Texfin’s core product is high (thanks to 
decades of support from the construction sector), textured finishes are perceived as rather old 
fashioned. In fact, they were described as ‘commodity items’ by a buyer at Alphastore. To make 
matters worse, senior management at Texfin had become aware of two large European 
manufactures’ plans to enter the UK market. They were thus keen to add value to their market 
offering.  
 
So how might they do this?  If we look briefly at research into trade marketing, we see that 
customer service is becoming crucial, especially when linked to the idea of ‘availability’, such that if 
the desired brand is not present on the intermediaries’ shelves, the end user customer will simply 
purchase the nearest alternative: thus logistics management is an important issue for 
manufacturers. Indeed, Martin Christopher (1998) has suggested that efficient logistics systems 
can produce good service levels, which in turn affect the manufacturer’s leverage with the 
customer (trade) and the consumer (end user) stakeholders. A further area to consider is that of 
partnership development via relationship marketing (RM) in order to build customer loyalty through 
activities like exchanging data. Moreover, Texfin wanted to know if branding and promotion had a 
role to play in the effectiveness of their channel management strategies. 
 
Market research was therefore carried out. This included an initial phase of interviews to establish 
the relevance of some of the above theoretical issues to the context (this revealed an extra issue, 
that of sales representatives). The second phase of the study involved a questionnaire being sent 
to 1,200 organizations. This contained a series of ratings scales to measure respondents’ attitudes 
to the importance of a number of different trade marketing issues.  Although the response rate was 
rather low (76 usable replies), this is not uncommon in industrial marketing surveys. The key 
results are listed below in descending order of importance. Issues were classified according to 
which area of trade marketing effectiveness they seemed to refer: 
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Rank Issue      Classification 
1 order completeness    logistics service 
2 on time delivery    logistics service 
3 sales rep’s product knowledge  sales management 
4 ease of placing orders   logistics service 
5 frequency of sales rep’s visits   sales management 
6 marketing brands to end users  branding 
7 training of trade staff by supplier  RM 
8 sharing of market data   RM 
9 offer of customized promotions  RM 
10 innovative packaging    branding 
11 product quality     product 
12 rate of NPD     product 

 
Although these scores were fairly uniform across the sample, there were also some differences 
between segments. For instance, merchants seemed to identify with a historical need to see their 
sales representatives on a weekly basis. As one builders’ merchant said, ‘We rely on good 
manufacturer sales support to keep our staff abreast of what’s happening in their specific sector’. 
Moreover, RM was much more important to retailers: one of Texfin’s own account managers 
admitted, ‘It’s almost becoming embarrassing. The multiples know more about market movements 
and the performance of my products than I do’.  
 
Texfin’s senior management pondered the research they had commissioned. It struck them that, 
while the findings of the survey suggested that superior levels of logistics service may offer Texfin 
the opportunity to gain competitive advantage, if other manufacturers also ‘raised their game’ in 
this area, then this would cease to be a determining factor in the trade’s evaluation of 
manufacturers. It was also likely that the sector would see a growth in RM practices, especially if 
retail multiples were to exert their influence as ‘market drivers’. This could mean a decline in the 
importance of local sales reps and an increased use of centralised head office buying by the trade. 
Careful decisions were clearly going to have to be made about where to invest the firm’s B2B 
marketing budget in the coming years.  
 
Reference: 
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Some questions suggested by the case include: 

1. What were the key findings in terms of the overall relative importance of the issues 
affecting B2B trade marketing?  

2. What actions would you recommend to Texfin’s senior management? 
3. What are the implications of this study for manufacturer/retailer IORs in general? 

(Think of how Texfin’s sector compares to other sectors where the balance of 
power between supplier and distributor might be different). 
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